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My Comrades and Satanic Forces, 

 

 

We are dealing with the Worlds Greatest Evil. An evil of proportions so gigantic, that so very 

few can even handle to recognize it. An evil so well hidden, secluded and so well lied about, 

that has lasted centuries. An evil so great that has killed millions of people, poisons billions 

of people daily. The evil that has plagued every heart and every soul of mankind that has 

existed in its reign. An evil so evil, that it portrays as the greatest good. Our offensiv?e has 

been successful and we must never stop. We are causing MAJOR IMPACT!!! You heard their 

words, your heard their rumors. Where are they? Have they touched you? Congratulations 

to all our Satanic Family, Comrades and Forces, for our Great Defence and Counterattack.  

 

You have heard everytime, and you will hear this so long this lasts.  

 

This is our Fate. This is OUR War. We have been blessed enough to understand this 

monstrosity of the enemy. We have had our eyes open, eventhough eyes so closed can 

mortally hurt when they are opened. We are those who have prayed in their soul, so they 

could see the Truth, and they were handed with the Truth. We are those who have 

approached the most "hated" figure of this age of lies. We approached the Father of all 

Truth. Your tears and anguish, your silent scream for Freedom and Justice has been 

answered. Your "Why" all this is as it is, has also been answered. Satan also gave us the final 

answer, how to eventually deal with this pure evil of the enemy, how to get rid of this curse 

that has been put upon Humanity. Millions of people are asking everyday, "why is the world 

like it is?", "What can I do?", "Where do I stand?". They are all waiting for us to bring them 

the message. Everyone feels this and everyone knows this within, but, how many do 

honestly ask? For these people we are here, as the messengers of Truth. 

 

From there on, We are left with Two choices. There are only TWO choices, for those who 

have reached up to here, demanding answers. 

 

First, there is the choice that the majority are following. The choice to close your eyes, even 

after you have seen, to surrender and to give in yourself as an already dead slave. The choice 

to shut your mouth, when everyone around suffers. The choice to cowardly close your ears 

to the Truth and pretend you are not listening. The choice to lay your head down, like a 

cockroach, and live like a slave. The choice to drop down one's weapons, to compromise, to 

surrender and to give in, both your own fate, but the fate of your people, and ALL PEOPLE. 

Accept the jewish "god", walk on the sidewalk, give away all your soul and essence, become 

yet another subhuman failure. Accept the most injust, psychotic, deadly and the weakest 

master. The master who would suit such poor 'soul' like the one taking this choice. Walk on 

the sidewalk, shutdown all the voices of suffering, let the fate of the world take its course 

towards Jewish World Domination. Become a literal "goyim", ready and willing to get into 

the jewish meat grinder, the meat grinder which is trying to grind everything into clump for 



jewish consumption. Human Souls, States, thousands years of respective Gentile History, the 

Earth, Nature, anything there is. 

 

To betray not only yourself, your own soul, but anyone else in the World. To turn a blind eye 

to all the people who are getting extinct, to forget the Souls of those who died while fighting 

the jewish monstrosity, to totally become like the enemy, just another putrid and pathetic 

being in existence. One choice is this. Become the modern day Ephialtes, we all urge you to 

go ahead. Do us the favor and rid yourself from us. Become a traitor of your Race, People, 

your Faiths and Gods. Bow to your enemy, whom you consider to be great, because you are 

nothing, give up your people, give up your pride, join the monstrosity, worship the jews. This 

choice is to be come and leave your mark in existence, as another vile creature, another one 

animal, yet another one failure, coming from the diseased womb of this jew ruled age. Yet 

another blind sheep in the midst of billions who are suffering in their own Samsaric Sleep 

and Servitude. 

 

The choice is as thus this: Say "yes" to the jews. Walk in the darkness and in the sewer, like a 

small cockroach. Praise the rat, your jewish master. Give by your idleness, the enemy a free 

pass: To create this World into a sewer, for all living human beings. A sewer, suitable only for 

the jews to reign. If this is your vision for the world, then so be it. Join them and spare us the 

vision of such putrid being. Have no friend, have no comrade, have no enemy. Just have a 

jewish slave master. 

 

 

YOU WILL MATERIALIZE WHAT HAS GROWN WITHIN YOU AND TAKEN YOU OVER!! THE 

SPIRIT OF DEFEAT, THE SPIRIT OF FEAR, OF SERVITUDE AND DARKNESS!!  

 

 

Then, you have the Second Choice that my Comrades and I have taken and decided. 

 

To Decide to live proudly as an Eagle, in a world of poor chickens with broken wings. This is 

the decision where you understand that Man is not merely Man, that Man is a potential 

God. This is the way we have chosen for yourselves. To see the unknown, to reach the inner 

core of Truth, despite of any and all sacrifice this might take. The most rewarding of all 

paths. To literally demolish the lies, the fears and the servitude that the jew has inflicted 

upon Humanity. The path of admitting to see, what you do see. This is the choice, where you 

decide to follow the heritage that our Gentile Ancestors have left us. The choice to not give 

up your Gods, neither our common Father, who is Satan.  

 

The heritage of being a Hero. A Hero who saves himself first and then, saves everyone else 

he is able to. The choice of fighting for what is Just, despite any and all odds. Despite of all 

Enemies. A heritage of loyalty, comradeship, devotion. The choice to live in Victory and to 

wear the Crown Of Victory. Live the happiness of living free. Every moment of your life, you 

known that you took the route where every worthy being should take. To know that you 

treaded the path of the Light, and not the path of ignorance. The happiness to know that 

you did not shut up and idle out, when everything was at stake. To know that you tried to 

defend everything that was worth it in this life. The freedom to live free and carry your 

people with you. To prefer to fly as a free Eagle, on the heights of heights, than to crawl like 

an insect on the ground. To live the joy of seeing all Eagles flocking together, and attacking 



the rats and insects, with you being one of them. 

 

This is our choice. Our choice is to write in bold letters, our Names in the long list of Heroes 

who have crossed this Earth. To stand amongst those people, who they might have been 

unknown by name, but who have fought relentlessly against tyranny and against the jew. To 

be the heroic men and women of this fallen, calculating age, where everything else remains 

if people remain idle. To rank amongst those Souls who have one and only one to surpass: 

Themselves. To walk a path into the Abyss if needed and to tread it with a smile, cross it and 

become Reborn. The path that, no matter what moment you exist, you have done all you 

could. You have given to people all over the world, all you could.  

 

We are not interested in the vanity of the enemy, for each and everyone of us here, are 

worth billions of times more. So much more, that its incomprehensible. This is the path of 

Freedom, Loyalty, Exaltation and Justice. The path of memory. The path of the everlasting 

memory of what lies within us, what lied before us and also, the path of what will unfold in 

front of us. This is our choice, to live at the highest Man can live. To touch, contemple and 

merge with our Godhead. To remind this world that, still, in the midst of all this chaos, there 

still reigns hope and order. We are moving towards the Eternal. What has existed, exists and 

will forever exist and prevailed.  

 

We stand like the Spartans, as One Unit, One Will, compromised of all the Most Powerful 

Souls that Humanity is giving birth at this Era. Our enemies can stand like millions of 

Ephialtes, praise and revere the rats. We will stand like the Spartan Warriors. The spirit of 

"ephialtes" must be defeated in everyone's self, and our Choice has killed this "ephialtes" 

eternally. But unlike this epoch of the Spartans, there is no "back gate" from which there can 

be loss. The bridge has been burned, and eradicated.  

 

In the end though, there is only one Choice. The choice of every Human being to decide, 

wether they will follow their Soul, or they will follow the enemy. 

 

And as the Sun always Wins and Reigns Supreme, so will We. This is inside us. We Stand 

Resolute, We Stand United, We Stand as the One Most Powerful Force in the World, the 

only one real Rival against the enemy. Hold the hand of your Brothers and Sisters and let us 

form the Greatest chain of resistance. Leave no weak links, hold tighly. This is where the 

advance of the enemy stops, and from ours begins. 

 

 

WE WILL MATERIALIZE WHAT WE HAVE INSIDE US. THE SPIRIT OF HEROISM, GREATNESS, 

VICTORY, AND DEFIANCE!! MY EAGLES, WE ALL TOGETHER FLY FREE!! 

 

PEOPLE OF ALL GENTILE RACES, AWEAKEN, FOR THIS IS YOUR FATE AND MISSION TO LIVE 

FREE!!! STAND UNITED AGAINST JEWISH SUPREMACY!!! 

 

SATAN, LISTEN TO US AND STAND BY OUR SIDE, BE OUR SHIELD AND OUR LIGHT TO FIGHT 

THE DARKNESS, BE OUR VICTORY!!!! 

 

HAIL SATAN!!! 

 



HAIL THE GODS!!! 

 

HAIL OUR MIGHTIEST FORCES!!! 

 

HAIL VICTORY!!!! 

 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 


